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We define multiplication in terms of quantities

M     •     N     =     P
Multiplier:

number of

equal groups

Multiplicand:

number of

units in 1 group

Product:

number of

units in M groups

We use an explicit quantitative meaning for multiplication to help
teachers organize and connect topics in the multiplicative conceptual
field.
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Two consequences of defining multiplication in terms
of quantities

Variable parts

Intensive quantity
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Two perspectives on proportional relationships

Jewelry-gold is made by mixing pure gold with copper in the ratio 7 to
5. How much pure gold will you need to mix with 23 grams of copper to
make jewelry-gold?

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

? grams

? grams

pure

gold:

copper:

pure

gold:

copper:

23 grams

23 grams

7 grams

5 grams

0

0

Variable parts

Multiple batches
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Reasoning with variable parts
Multiply 1 part

Jewelry-gold is made by mixing pure gold with copper in the ratio 7 to
5. How much pure gold will you need to mix with 23 grams of copper to
make jewelry-gold?

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

 • 23/5 grams per part = 7•23/5 grams  ? grams

pure

gold:

copper: 23 grams ÷ 5 parts 

= 23/5 grams 

           per part23 grams
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Reasoning with variable parts
Multiply 1 part

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

 • 23/5 grams per part = 7•23/5 grams  ? grams

pure

gold:

copper: 23 grams ÷ 5 parts 

= 23/5 grams 

           per part23 grams

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5
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Reasoning with variable parts
Multiply 1 part

? grams

pure

gold:

copper: 23 grams ÷ 5 parts 

= 23/5 grams 

           per part

 • 23/5 grams per part = 7•(23/5) grams  

23 grams

23/5

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5

23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5
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Relating two unknowns

. . . Please use the strip diagram to help you explain the relationship
between G and C.

? grams

pure

gold:

copper:

C ounces

7/5

groups

G ounces

1 group

7/5 • C = G 
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Reasoning with variable parts
How can we relate G and C?

? grams

pure

gold:

copper:

C ounces

7/5

groups

G ounces

1 group

7/5 • C = G 
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Reasoning with variable parts
How can we relate G and C?

? grams

pure

gold:

copper:

C ounces

7/5

groups

7/5 groups • C ounces in 1 group = G ounces

1 group

7/5 • C = G 
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Reasoning with variable parts
Multiply 1 part

C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5

? grams

pure

gold:

copper: C ounces ÷ 5 parts 

= C/5 ounces 

           per part

 • C/5 ounces per part = G ounces

C ounces

C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5

G ounces
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Reasoning with variable parts
Multiply 1 part

? grams

pure

gold:

copper: C ounces ÷ 5 parts 

= C/5 ounces 

           per part

 • C/5 ounces per part = G ounces

C ounces

C/5

C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5

C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5 C/5
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Why variable parts?

What might the variable-parts perspective add beyond the
multiple-batches perspective?
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Slope from the variable parts perspective

cups grape

juice
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Slope from the variable parts perspective

x x

y

y

1 group

3/2 

groups

3/2 

groups

1 group
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Slope from the variable parts perspective

x x

y

y

y = 3/2•x

y = 3/2•x

1 group

3/2 

groups

3/2 

groups

1 group
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Data

Participants: Pre-service middle grades teachers

Selected to be mathematically diverse;

two semesters of mathematics courses emphasizing reasoning
quantitatively about multiplicative relationships.

Interview 4: After an introduction to variable parts but before

instruction on developing equations for lines.
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Using variable parts to develop equations for lines

Task 4: Can you use features of the drawing to express a relationship
between x and y?

x

y

(x, y)
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Result 1: Accessibility of variable parts

All 6 of the future middle-grades teachers could formulate at least one
valid equation for a line by reasoning about variable parts:

1
3
• y =

1
4
• x y = 3 • (x/4) y =

3
4
• x
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Result 2: Differences in coordinating multiplier and
multiplicand

When reasoning about the class definition of multiplication, there were
differences in how the future teachers coordinated the multiplier and
multiplicand.

Task 1: How do you interpret the meaning of 1/6 • X?

The following examples illustrate how the two results are related.
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Alex interprets using whole number language

“So 1/6 is our number of groups, and X would be the size of each
group.”
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Alex coordinates as if the multiplier is a whole number

“So we start with our how many groups, and then the size of the group
would be like 2. . . . 1/6 times 2 equals how many would be in all of the
groups.”
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Alex: 4y
3 = x

“You have 4 of Y/3 s, and that is equal to the length of X.”
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Kelly anticipates a part of a group

“We have 1/6 of a group. And in that group it’s size X. And then the
product will be the total size of 1/6 of a group.”
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Kelly’s coordination of the multiplier and multiplicand

“the size of one group is X so there is X in one group, but we want to
know how much or how many of X is in one 1/6 of a group.”
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Kelly: 3
4x = y

3 parts of size 1/4 of this total group of X, X is one whole group. But we
don’t have that fourth piece to make them exactly equal. Y is only 3/4
of X.
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